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The subjet of geometri numerial integration deals with numerial integra-tors that preserve geometri properties of the ow of a di�erential equation,and it explains how struture preservation leads to an improved long-time be-haviour. This artile illustrates onepts and results of geometri numerialintegration on the important example of the St�ormer/Verlet method. It thuspresents a ross-setion of the reent monograph by the authors, enrihed bysome additional material.After an introdution to the Newton-St�ormer-Verlet-leapfrog method and itsvarious interpretations, there follows a disussion of geometri properties: re-versibility, sympletiity, volume preservation, and onservation of �rst inte-grals. The extension to Hamiltonian systems on manifolds is also desribed.The theoretial foundation relies on a bakward error analysis, whih trans-lates the geometri properties of the method into the struture of a modi�eddi�erential equation, whose ow is nearly idential to the numerial method.Combined with results from perturbation theory, this explains the exellentlong-time behaviour of the method: long-time energy onservation, linear er-ror growth and preservation of invariant tori in near-integrable systems, adisrete virial theorem, preservation of adiabati invariants.



2 E. Hairer, Ch. Lubih and G. WannerCONTENTS1 The Newton-St�ormer-Verlet-leapfrog method 22 Geometri properties 103 Conservation of �rst integrals 174 Bakward error analysis 215 Long-time behaviour of numerial solutions 276 Constrained Hamiltonian systems 417 Geometri integration beyond St�ormer/Verlet 48Referenes 481. The Newton-St�ormer-Verlet-leapfrog methodWe start by onsidering systems of seond order di�erential equations�q = f(q); (1.1)where the right-hand side f(q) does not depend on _q. Many problems inastronomy, moleular dynamis, and other areas of physis are of this form.1.1. Two-step formulationIf we hoose a step size h and grid points tn = t0 + nh, the most naturaldisretisation of (1.1) isqn+1 � 2qn + qn�1 = h2f(qn); (1.2)whih determines qn+1 whenever qn�1 and qn are known. Geometrially,this amounts to determining an interpolating parabola whih in the mid-point assumes the seond derivative presribed by equation (1.1); see theleft piture of Fig. 1.1.
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Geometri Numerial Integration 31.2. One-step formulationsIntroduing the veloity _q = v turns equation (1.1) into a �rst-order systemof doubled dimension _q = v; _v = f(q); (1.3)an equation in the so-alled phase spae. In analogy to this, we introduedisrete approximations of v and q as follows:vn = qn+1 � qn�12h ; vn� 12 = qn � qn�1h ; qn� 12 = qn + qn�12 ; (1.4)where some derivatives, in order to preserve seond order and symmetry,are evaluated on the staggered grid tn� 12 , tn+ 12 ; : : :; see the right piture ofFig. 1.1. Inserting these expressions into the method (or simply looking atthe piture) we see that method (1.2) an now be interpreted as a one-stepmethod �h : (qn; vn) 7! (qn+1; vn+1)(A) vn+ 12 = vn + h2 f(qn)qn+1 = qn + h vn+ 12vn+1 = vn+ 12 + h2 f(qn+1): qn qn+1qn+ 12vnvn+ 12 vn+1 (1.5)There is a dual variant of the method on the staggered grid (vn� 12 ; qn� 12 ) 7!(vn+ 12 ; qn+ 12 ) as follows:(B) qn = qn� 12 + h2 vn� 12vn+ 12 = vn� 12 + h f(qn)qn+ 12 = qn + h2 vn+ 12 : qnqn� 12 qn+ 12vn� 12 vn vn+ 12 (1.6)For both arrays (A) and (B), one an onatenate, in the atual step-by-step proedure, the last line of the previous step with the �rst line of thesubsequent step. Both shemes then turn into the same method, where theq-values are evaluated on the original grid, and the v-values on the staggeredgrid: vn+ 12 = vn� 12 + h f(qn) (1.7)qn+1 = qn + h vn+ 12This is the omputationally most eonomi implementation and numeriallymore stable than (1.2); see (Hairer, N�rsett and Wanner 1993, p. 472).



4 E. Hairer, Ch. Lubih and G. Wanner1.3. Historial remarksIsn't that ingenious ? I borrowed it straight from Newton. It omesright out of the Prinipia, diagram and all.(R. Feynman 1965, p. 43)The above shemes are known in the literature under various names. Es-peially in moleular dynamis they are often alled the Verlet method(Verlet 1967) and have beome by far the most widely used integrationsheme in this �eld.Another name for this method is St�ormer method, sine C. St�ormer, in1907, used higher-order variants of it for his omputations of the motion ofionised partiles in the earth's magneti �eld (aurora borealis); see, e.g.,(Hairer et al. 1993, Set. III.10). Sometimes it is also alled the Enkemethod, beause J.F. Enke, around 1860, did extensive alulations for theperturbation terms of planetary orbits, whih obey systems of seond orderdi�erential equations of preisely the form (1.1). Mainly in the ontext ofpartial di�erential equations of wave propagation, this method is alled theleap-frog method. In yet another ontext, this formula is the basi methodfor the GBS extrapolation sheme, as it was proposed, for the ase of equa-tion (1.1), by Gragg in 1965; see (Hairer et al. 1993, p. 294 f.). Furthermore,the sheme (1.7) is equivalent to Nystr�om's method of order 2; see (Haireret al. 1993, p. 362, formula (III.1.13')).A urious fat is that Professor Loup Verlet, who later beame interestedin the history of siene, disovered preisely \his" method in several plaesof the lassial literature. For example, in the alulations of logarithmsand astronomial tables by J.B. Delambre in 1792; this paper has beentranslated and ommented in (MLahlan and Quispel 2002, Appendix C).Even more spetaular is the �nding that the \Verlet method" was used inNewton's Prinipia from 1687 to prove Kepler's seond law. An espeiallylear aount an be found in Feynman's Messenger leture from 1964; see(Feynman 1965, p. 41), from whih we reprodue with pleasure1 two of Feyn-man's original hand drawings.The argumentation is as follows: if thereare no fores, the body advanes with uniformspeed, and the radius vetor overs same areasin same times, simply beause the two trian-gles Sun-1-2 and Sun-2-3 have the same baseand ommon altitudes (see the wrap �gure).If now the gravitational fore ats at the mid-point, the planet is deviated in suh a way thatthe top of the seond triangle moves parallel to1 : : : and with permission of the publisher
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Fig. 1.2. Gravitation ating at mid-point (drawing of R. Feynman)the sun ray (see Fig. 1.2). Hene, also the triangle Sun-2-4 has the same area.The whole proedure (uniform motion on half the interval, then a \kik" tothe veloity in diretion of the Sun, and another uniform motion on theseond half) is preisely the variant (B) of the St�ormer/Verlet sheme.1.4. Interpretation as omposition method (sympleti Euler)We an go a step further and split the formulae in the middle of the shemes(1.5) and (1.6). We then arrive at the shemes (vn; qn) 7! (vn+ 12 ; qn+ 12 ) givenby(SE1) vn+ 12 = vn + h2 f(qn)qn+ 12 = qn + h2 vn+ 12 qn qn+ 12vn vn+ 12 (1.8)as well as the adjoint sheme (vn+ 12 ; qn+ 12 ) 7! (vn+1; qn+1) obtained by for-mally replaing the subsript n by n+ 1 and h by �h,(SE2) qn+1 = qn+ 12 + h2 vn+ 12vn+1 = vn+ 12 + h2 f(qn+1): qn
qn+1qn� 12 qn+ 12vn� 12 vn vn+ 12vn+1

(1.9)Both these shemes, in whih one variable is used at the old value and theother at the new value, are alled the sympleti Euler method.We thus see that the above sheme (A) is the omposition of the sympletiEuler shemes (SE1) with (SE2), while the sheme (B) is the ompositionof method (SE2) followed by (SE1).



6 E. Hairer, Ch. Lubih and G. Wanner1.5. Interpretation as splitting methodWe onsider the vetor �eld (v; f(q)) of (1.3) \split" as the sum of two vetor�elds (v; 0) and (0; f(q)) as indiated in Fig. 1.3. The exat ows '[1℄t and
_q = v_v = f(q) q

v = _q = v_v = 0 q
v + _q = 0_v = f(q) q

v
Fig. 1.3. The phase spae vetor �eld split into two �elds'[2℄t of these two vetor �elds, whih both have a onstant time derivative,are easily obtained:'[1℄t : n q1 = q0 + t � v0v1 = v0 '[2℄t : n q1 = q0v1 = v0 + t � f(q0) : (1.10)These formulae are preisely those whih build up the formulae (SE1) and(SE2) above :(SE2) = '[2℄h=2 Æ '[1℄h=2(SE1) = '[1℄h=2 Æ '[2℄h=2 (SE2)y0 y1'[1℄h=2 '[2℄h=2 (SE1)y0 y1'[2℄h=2 '[1℄h=2 (1.11)For the two versions of the St�ormer/Verlet method we thus obtain the dia-grams(A) = (SE2) Æ (SE1)(B) = (SE1) Æ (SE2) (A)y0 y1'[2℄h=2 '[1℄h '[2℄h=2 (B)y0 y1'[1℄h=2'[2℄h '[1℄h=2 (1.12)or in expliit formulae, �(A)h = '[2℄h=2 Æ '[1℄h Æ '[2℄h=2�(B)h = '[1℄h=2 Æ '[2℄h Æ '[1℄h=2 : (1.13)This way of omposing the ows of split vetor �elds is often referred toas Strang splitting, after (Strang 1968). For a areful survey of splittingmethods we refer to (MLahlan and Quispel 2002).



Geometri Numerial Integration 71.6. Interpretation as variational integratorA further approah to the St�ormer/Verlet method is obtained by disretisingHamilton's priniple. This variational priniple states that the motion of amehanial system between any two positions q(t0) = q0 and q(tN ) = qN issuh that the ation integralZ tNt0 L(q(t); _q(t)) dt is minimised; (1.14)where L(q; v) is the Lagrangian of the system. Typially, it is the di�erenebetween the kineti and the potential energy,L(q; v) = 12vTMv � U(q); (1.15)with a positive de�nite mass matrix M . In the ase where M does notdepend on q, the Euler-Lagrange equations of this variational problem,ddt �L�v = �L�q ; redue to the seond-order di�erential equation M �q = �rU(q).We now approximate q(t) by a pieewise linear funtion, interpolating gridvalues (tn; qn) for n = 0; 1; : : : ; N , and the ation integral by the trapezoidalrule. We then require that q1; : : : ; qN�1 be suh that instead of (1.14),N�1Xn=0 Sh(qn; qn+1) is minimised; (1.16)whereSh(qn; qn+1) = h2L�qn; qn+1 � qnh �+ h2L�qn+1; qn+1 � qnh �: (1.17)The requirement that the gradient with respet to qn be zero, yields thedisrete Euler-Lagrange equationsrQSh(qn�1; qn) +rqSh(qn; qn+1) = 0for n = 1; : : : ; N � 1, where the partial gradients rq;rQ refer to Sh =Sh(q;Q). In the ase of the Lagrangian (1.15) these equations redue toM(qn+1 � 2qn + qn�1) + h2rU(qn) = 0; (1.18)whih is just the two-step formulation (1.2) of the St�ormer/Verlet method,with f(q) = �M�1rU(q).This variational interpretation of the St�ormer/Verlet method was givenby (MaKay 1992). A omprehensive survey of variational integrators anbe found in (Marsden and West 2001).
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... St�ormer/Verlet sheme ... Runge's methodFig. 1.4. Kepler problem; dashed: exat solution1.7. Numerial exampleWe hoose the Kepler problem�q1 = � q1(q21 + q22)3=2 ; �q2 = � q2(q21 + q22)3=2 : (1.19)As initial values we takeq1(0) = 1� e; q2(0) = 0; _q1(0) = 0; _q2(0) =r1 + e1� e ; (1.20)with e = 0:6. The period of the exat solution is 2�. Figure 1.4 presentsthe numerial values of the St�ormer/Verlet method for two di�erent stepsizes. These solutions are ompared to those of the expliit midpoint rule inRunge's one-step formulation; see (Hairer, Lubih and Wanner 2002, p. 24,Fig. 1.2. and equation (1.3)). This seond method is of the same order andfor the �rst steps it behaves very similarly to the St�ormer/Verlet sheme (the�rst step is even idential!), but it deteriorates signi�antly as the integrationinterval inreases. The explanation of this strange di�erene is the subjetof the theories below.



Geometri Numerial Integration 91.8. Extension to general partitioned problemsFor the extension of the above formulae to the more general system_q = g(q; v); _v = f(q; v); (1.21)we follow the ideas of (De Vogelaere 1956). This is a marvellous paper,short, lear, elegant, written in one week, submitted for publiation | andnever published. We �rst extend the formulae (1.8) and (1.9), by takingover the missing arguments from one equation to the other. This gives(SE1) vn+ 12 = vn + h2 f(qn; vn+ 12 )qn+ 12 = qn + h2 g(qn; vn+ 12 ) (1.22)and (SE2) qn+1 = qn+ 12 + h2 g(qn+1; vn+ 12 )vn+1 = vn+ 12 + h2 f(qn+1; vn+ 12 ): (1.23)In eah of these algorithms the derivative evaluations of both formulae aretaken at the same point. The extensions of the St�ormer/Verlet shemes arenow obtained by omposition, in the same way as in Set. 1.4:(A) = (SE2)Æ(SE1) vn+ 12 = vn + h2 f(qn; vn+ 12 )qn+1 = qn + h2�g(qn; vn+ 12 ) + g(qn+1; vn+ 12 )�vn+1 = vn+ 12 + h2 f(qn+1; vn+ 12 ): (1.24)and for the dual version(B) = (SE1)Æ(SE2) qn = qn� 12 + h2 g(qn; vn� 12 )vn+ 12 = vn� 12 + h2�f(qn; vn� 12 ) + f(qn; vn+ 12 )�qn+ 12 = qn + h2 g(qn; vn+ 12 ): (1.25)For illustrations see Fig. 1.5. The �rst equation of (1.24) is now an impliitformula for vn+ 12 , the seond one for qn+1, while only the last one is expliit.Suh impliit methods were not ommon in the �fties and might then nothave delighted journal editors | nor programmers:No detailed example or disussion is given. This will best be doneby those working on these problems in the Brookhaven, Harwell,MURA or CERN group. (De Vogelaere 1956)
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St�ormer/Verlet (B)Fig. 1.5. St�ormer/Verlet methods for _q = v; _v = � sin q � v2=5, initial values(�1:8; 0:3), step size h = 1:5. Blak points indiate where the vetor �eld isevaluated.2. Geometri propertiesWe study geometri properties of the ow of di�erential equations whihare preserved by the St�ormer/Verlet method. The properties disussed arereversibility, sympletiity, and volume preservation.2.1. Symmetry and reversibilityThe St�ormer/Verlet method is symmetri with respet to hanging the di-retion of time: in its one-step formulation (1.5), replaing h by �h andexhanging the subsripts n $ n + 1 (i.e., reeting time at the entretn+1=2) gives the same method again. Similarly, the replaements h $ �hand n� 12 $ n+ 12 leave the formulation (1.6) unhanged. In terms of thenumerial one-step map �h : (qn; vn) 7! (qn+1; vn+1), this symmetry an bestated more formally as �h = ��1�h: (2.1)Suh a relation does not hold for the sympleti Euler methods (1.8) and(1.9), where the above time-reetion transforms (SE1) to (SE2) and vieversa.The time-symmetry of the St�ormer/Verlet method implies an importantgeometri property of the numerial map in the phase spae, namely re-versibility, to whih we turn next. The importane of this property in nu-merial analysis was �rst emphasized by (Sto�er 1988).The system (1.3) has the property that inverting the diretion of the initialveloity does not hange the solution trajetory, it just inverts the diretionof motion. The ow 't thus satis�es that't(q; v) = (bq; bv) implies 't(bq;�bv) = (q;�v); (2.2)and we all it reversible with respet to the reetion � : (q; v) 7! (q;�v).
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Fig. 2.1. A reversible system (left) and the symmetri St�ormer/Verlet method(right); same equation as in Fig. 1.5.This property is illustrated in the left piture of Fig. 2.1. The numerialone-step map �h of the St�ormer/Verlet method satis�es similarly�h(q; v) = (bq; bv) implies �h(bq;�bv) = (q;�v); (2.3)for all q; v and all h; see the right piture of Fig. 2.1. This holds beause pra-tially all numerial methods for (1.3), and in partiular the St�ormer/Verletmethod and also the sympleti Euler methods, are suh that�h(q; v) = (bq; bv) implies ��h(q;�v) = (bq;�bv); (2.4)as is readily seen from the de�ning formulae suh as (1.5). The symmetry(2.1) of the St�ormer/Verlet method is therefore equivalent to the reversibility(2.3). Let us summarise these onsiderations.Theorem 2.1. The St�ormer/Verlet method applied to the seond-orderdi�erential equation (1.1) is both symmetri and reversible, i.e., its one-stepmap satis�es (2.1) and (2.3).In some situations, the ow is �-reversible with respet to involutions �other than (q; v) 7! (q;�v), that is, it satis�es� Æ 't = '�1t Æ �: (2.5)For example, the ow of the Kepler problem (1.19) is �-reversible also withrespet to � : (q1; q2; v1; v2) 7! (q1;�q2;�v1; v2). In general, the ow of adi�erential equation _y = F (y) is �-reversible if and only if the vetor �eldsatis�es � Æ F = �F Æ �. We then all the di�erential equation �-reversible.By the same argument as above, the St�ormer/Verlet method is then also�-reversible for � of the form �(q; v) = (�1(q); �2(v)), i.e.,� Æ �h = ��1h Æ �: (2.6)



12 E. Hairer, Ch. Lubih and G. Wanner2.2. Hamiltonian systems and sympletiityWe now turn to the important lass of Hamiltonian systems_p = �rqH(p; q) ; _q = rpH(p; q) (2.7)where H(p; q) is an arbitrary salar funtion of the variables (p; q). Whenthe Hamiltonian is of the formH(p; q) = 12 pTM�1p+ U(q); (2.8)with a positive de�nite mass matrix M and a potential U(q), then thesystem (2.7) turns into the seond-order di�erential equation (1.3) uponexpressing the momenta p = Mv in terms of the veloities and settingf(q) = �M�1rU(q). Equation (2.8) expresses the total energy H as thesum of kineti and potential energy.A harateristi geometri property of Hamiltonian systems is that theow 't is sympleti, that is, the derivative '0t = �'t=�(p; q) of the owsatis�es, for all (p; q) and t where 't(p; q) is de�ned,'0t(p; q)TJ '0t(p; q) = J with J = � 0 I�I 0� ; (2.9)where I is the identity matrix of the dimension of p or q; see, e.g., (Arnold1989, p. 204) or (Hairer et al. 2002, p. 172).The relation (2.9) is formally similar to orthogonality (whih it would beif J were replaed by the identity matrix), but unlike orthogonality it isnot related to the onservation of lengths, but of areas in phase spae. Infat, for systems with one degree of freedom (i.e., p; q 2 R), the equation(2.9) expresses that the ow preserves the area of sets of initial values in the(p; q)-plane; see the left piture of Fig. 2.2. For higher-dimensional systems,sympletiity (2.9) means that the ow preserves the sum of the orientedareas of the projetions of 't(A) onto the (pi; qi)-oordinate planes, for anytwo-dimensional bounded manifold of initial values A; see, e.g., (Hairer etal. 2002, p. 171f.) for a justi�ation of this interpretation.The St�ormer/Verlet method (1.24) applied to the Hamiltonian system(2.7) reads(A) pn+ 12 = pn � h2 rqH(pn+ 12 ; qn)qn+1 = qn + h2 �rpH(pn+ 12 ; qn) +rpH(pn+ 12 ; qn+1)�pn+1 = pn+ 12 � h2 rqH(pn+ 12 ; qn+1) (2.10)and a similar formula for variant (B). In the partiular ase of the Hamil-tonian (2.8), the method redues to the St�ormer/Verlet method (1.5) withf(q) = �M�1rU(q), upon setting pn =Mvn.
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Fig. 2.2. Sympletiity of the St�ormer/Verlet method for a separableHamiltonian.A numerial method is alled sympleti if, for Hamiltonian systems (2.7),the Jaobian of the numerial ow �h : (pn; qn) 7! (pn+1; qn+1) satis�esondition (2.9), i.e., if �0h(p; q)TJ �0h(p; q) = J (2.11)for all (p; q) and all step sizes h.Sympletiity of numerial methods was �rst onsidered by (De Vogelaere1956), but was not followed up until (Ruth 1983) and (Feng 1985). In thelate 1980s, the results of (Lasagni 1988), (Sanz-Serna 1988), and (Suris 1988)started o� an avalanhe of papers on sympleti numerial methods. (Sanz-Serna and Calvo 1994) was the �rst book dealing with this subjet.Theorem 2.2. The St�ormer/Verlet method applied to a Hamiltonian sys-tem is sympleti.We give four di�erent proofs of this result, whih all orrespond to di�er-ent interpretations of the method: as a omposition method, as a splittingmethod, as a variational integrator, and using generating funtions. Eahof these interpretations lends itself to generalisations to other sympleti in-tegrators, of higher order and/or for onstrained Hamiltonian systems. Yetanother proof is based on the preservation of quadrati invariants and will bementioned in Set. 3 below. The seond proof applies only to Hamiltoniansof the speial form (2.8), the third proof is formulated for suh Hamiltoniansfor onveniene.The historially �rst proof, due to (De Vogelaere 1956), uses the interpre-tation of the St�ormer/Verlet method as the omposition of the sympleti



14 E. Hairer, Ch. Lubih and G. WannerEuler method(SE1) pn+ 12 = pn � h2 rqH(pn+ 12 ; qn)qn+ 12 = qn + h2 rpH(pn+ 12 ; qn) (2.12)and its adjoint(SE2) qn+1 = qn+ 12 + h2 rpH(pn+ 12 ; qn+1)pn+1 = pn+ 12 � h2 rqH(pn+ 12 ; qn+1): (2.13)The method (SE1) is indeed sympleti, as is seen by diret veri�ation ofthe sympletiity ondition ��(pn+1=2;qn+1=2)�(pn;qn) �T J ��(pn+1=2;qn+1=2)�(pn;qn) � = J: Thematrix of partial derivatives is obtained from di�erentiating equation (2.12):� I + hHTqp 0�hHpp I ���(pn+1=2; qn+1=2)�(pn; qn) � = � I �hHqq0 I + hHqp� ;where all the submatries of the Hessian, Hqp;Hpp, et., are evaluated at(pn+1=2; qn). In the same way, (SE2) is seen to be sympleti. Hene alsotheir omposition (2.10) is sympleti.The seond proof is the most elegant one, but it applies only to the aseof separable Hamiltonians H(p; q) = T (p) + U(q). It is based on the inter-pretation of the St�ormer/Verlet method as a splitting method. As in (1.13),we have for variant (A) �h = 'Uh=2 Æ 'Th Æ 'Uh=2; (2.14)where 'Tt and 'Ut are the exat ows of the Hamiltonian systems withHamiltonian T (p) = 12 pTM�1p and U(q), i.e., _p = 0; _q = M�1p and_p = �rU(q); _q = 0, respetively, orresponding to the splitting H(p; q) =T (p)+U(q) of the Hamiltonian (2.8) into kineti and potential energy. Sinethe ows of Hamiltonian systems are sympleti, so is their omposition(2.14). This is illustrated in the right piture of Fig. 2.2. Variant (B) hasthe ows of T and U interhanged in (2.14), and thus it is likewise symple-ti.The third proof uses the interpretation of the St�ormer/Verlet method asa variational integrator (see Set. 1.6). The sympletiity of variational in-tegrators derives from non-numerial work by (Maeda 1980) and (Veselov1991). Using (1.4) and the �rst line of (1.5) we have for Sh(q;Q) of (1.17),in the ase of the Lagrangian (1.15) whih orresponds to the Hamiltonian(2.8),�rqSh(qn; qn+1) =M qn+1 � qnh + h2rU(qn) =Mvn = pn (2.15)



Geometri Numerial Integration 15and similarlyrQSh(qn; qn+1) =M qn+1 � qnh � h2rU(qn+1) =Mvn+1 = pn+1: (2.16)Given (pn; qn), the �rst of the above two equations determines qn+1, andthe seond one pn+1. The one-step map �h : (pn; qn) 7! (pn+1; qn+1) of theSt�ormer/Verlet method is thus generated by the salar-valued funtion Shvia (2.15) and (2.16). The desired result then follows from the fat that amap (p; q) 7! (P;Q) generated by�rqS(q;Q) = p; rQS(q;Q) = Pis sympleti for any funtion S. This is veri�ed by diretly heking thesympletiity ondition. Di�erentiation of the above equations gives thefollowing relations for the matries of partial derivatives Pp; Pq; Qp; Qq:Sqq + SqQQq = 0; SqQQp = ISQq + SQQQq = Pq; SQQQp = Pp :These equations yield� Pp PqQp Qq �T � 0 I�I 0�� Pp PqQp Qq � = � 0 I�I 0�after multiplying out, as is required for sympletiity. This ompletes thethird proof of sympletiity of the St�ormer/Verlet method.A fourth proof of the sympletiity is based on ideas of (Lasagni 1988). Astep of the St�ormer/Verlet method an be generated by a funtion bSh(p1; q0)in the same way as the sympleti Euler method:p1 = p0 �rq bSh(p1; q0)q1 = q0 +rp bSh(p1; q0): (2.17)As we have seen in the �rst proof, suh maps are sympleti. The generatingfuntion is simply bSh = hH for the sympleti Euler method. For theSt�ormer/Verlet method bSh is obtained asbSh(p1; q0) = h2�H(p1=2; q0) +H(p1=2; q1)� (2.18)�h24 rqH(p1=2; q1)T�rpH(p1=2; q0) +rpH(p1=2; q1)�;where q1 and p1=2 are de�ned by the St�ormer/Verlet formulae and are nowonsidered as funtions of (p1; q0). We do not give the omputational details,whih an be found in (Hairer et al. 2002, Set. VI.5) for a more general lassof sympleti integrators.



16 E. Hairer, Ch. Lubih and G. Wanner2.3. Volume preservationThe ow 't of a system of di�erential equations _y = F (y) with divergene-free vetor �eld (divF (y) = 0 for all y) satis�es det'0t(y) = 1 for all y. Ittherefore preserves volume in phase spae: for every bounded open set 
and for every t for whih 't(y) exists for all y 2 
,vol ('t(
)) = vol (
):The vetor �eld (v; f(q)) of a seond-order di�erential equation (1.3), writtenas a �rst-order system, is divergene-free. The same is true for Hamiltonianvetor �elds (�rqH(p; q);rpH(p; q)).The St�ormer/Verlet method preserves volume,vol (�h(
)) = vol (
);in the following two situations.For the method (2.10), applied to a Hamiltonian system (2.7), this followsfrom its sympletiity (2.11), whih implies det�0h(p; q) = 1 for all (p; q).For partitioned di�erential equations of the form_q = g(v); _v = f(q) (2.19)the method (1.24) an be interpreted as the splitting (1.13), where '[1℄t and'[2℄t are the exat ows of _q = g(v); _v = 0 and _q = 0; _v = f(q), respetively.Sine the vetor �elds of these ows are divergene-free, they are volume-preserving and so is their omposition.The same idea allows to extend the St�ormer/Verlet method to a volume-preserving algorithm for systems partitioned into three equations_x = a(y; z); _y = b(x; z); _z = (x; y); (2.20)for whih the diagonal bloks of the Jaobian are zero. We split them in asymmetri way as '[1℄h=2 Æ '[2℄h=2 Æ '[3℄h Æ '[2℄h=2 Æ '[1℄h=2 (2.21)where '[1℄t is the (volume-preserving) ow of _x = a(y; z); _y = 0; _z = 0 andsimilarly for '[2℄t and '[3℄t . Written out, this beomesxn+ 12 = xn + h2 a(yn; zn)yn+ 12 = yn + h2 b(xn+ 12 ; zn)zn+1 = zn + h (xn+ 12 ; yn+ 12 )yn+1 = yn+ 12 + h2 b(xn+ 12 ; zn+1)xn+1 = xn+ 12 + h2 a(yn+1; zn+1): (2.22)
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xy z t = 0

t = 1:6
xy z t = 0

t = 1:6

Fig. 2.3. Volume-preserving deformation of the ball of radius 0:9, entred at theorigin, by the ABC ow (left) and by method (2.22) (right).An illustration of this algorithm, applied to the ABC-ow_x = A sin z + C os y_y = B sinx+A os z_z = C sin y +B os x ;is presented in Fig. 2.3 for A = 1=2, B = C = 1.More ingenuity is neessary if the system is divergene-free with non-zeroelements on the diagonal of the Jaobian. (Feng and Shang 1995) give avolume-preserving extension of the above sheme to the general ase.3. Conservation of �rst integralsA non-onstant funtion I(y) is a �rst integral (or onserved quantity, oronstant of motion, or invariant) of the di�erential equation _y = F (y) ifI(y(t)) is onstant along every solution, or equivalently, ifI 0(y)F (y) = 0 for all y: (3.1)The latter ondition says that the gradient rI(y) is orthogonal to the vetor�eld F (y) in every point of the phase spae.The foremost example is the HamiltonianH(p; q) of a Hamiltonian system(2.7): sine H 0 = (rpHT ;rqHT ) and rpHT (�rqH)+rqHT rpH = 0, thetotal energy H is a �rst integral. Apart from very exeptional ases, H isnot onstant along numerial solutions omputed with the St�ormer/Verlet
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.002 HA2Fig. 3.1. The Hamiltonian and the seond omponent of the Runge-Lenz-Paulivetor along the numerial solution of the St�ormer/Verlet method with step sizeh = 0:02.method. Later we will see, however, that H is onserved up to O(h2) overextremely long time intervals.Example 3.1. The Kepler problem (1.19) is Hamiltonian with H(p; q) =12(p21 + p22) � 1=pq21 + q22. In addition to the Hamiltonian, this system hasthe following onserved quantities, as an be easily heked: the angularmomentum L = q1p2 � q2p1, and the non-zero omponents of the Runge-Lenz-Pauli vetor0�A1A20 1A = 0� p1p20 1A�0� 00q1p2 � q2p11A� 1pq21 + q22 0� q1q20 1A :Fig. 3.1 shows the behaviour of these quantities along a numerial solution ofthe St�ormer/Verlet method. The method preserves the angular momentumexatly (see Set. 1.3), and there are only small errors in the Hamiltonianalong the numerial solution, but no drift. There is, however, a linear driftin the Runge-Lenz-Pauli vetor. In ontrast, for expliit Runge-Kutta meth-ods, none of the �rst integrals is preserved, and there is a drift away fromthe onstant value for all of them.Example 3.2. (Conservation of total linear and angular momentum of N -body systems). A system of N partiles interating pairwise with potentialfores whih depend on the distanes of the partiles, is formulated as aHamiltonian system with total energyH(p; q) = 12 NXi=1 1mi pTi pi + NXi=2 i�1Xj=1 Vij�kqi � qjk� : (3.2)Here qi; pi 2 R3 represent the position and momentum of the ith partile ofmass mi, and Vij(r) (i > j) is the interation potential between the ith and



Geometri Numerial Integration 19jth partile. The equations of motion read_qi = 1mi pi ; _pi = NXj=1 �ij (qi � qj)where, for i > j, we have �ij = �ji = �V 0ij(rij)=rij with rij = kqi � qjk, and�ii is arbitrary, say �ii = 0. The onservation of the total linear momen-tum P = PNi=1 pi and the total angular momentum L = PNi=1 qi � pi is aonsequene of the symmetry relation �ij = �ji:ddt NXi=1 pi = NXi=1 NXj=1 �ij(qi � qj) = 0ddt NXi=1 qi � pi = NXi=1 1mi pi � pi + NXi=1 NXj=1 qi � �ij(qi � qj) = 0 :The exat preservation of linear �rst integrals, suh as the total linearmomentum, is ommon to most numerial integrators.Theorem 3.3. The St�ormer/Verlet method preserves linear �rst integrals.Proof. Let the linear �rst integral be I(q; v) = bT q + T v, so that bT v +T f(q) = 0 for all q; v. Neessarily then, T f(q) = 0 for all q, and b = 0.Multiplying the formulae for v in (1.5) by T thus yields T v1 = T v0. �Quadrati �rst integrals are not generally preserved by the St�ormer/Verletmethod, as the following example shows.Example 3.4. Consider the harmoni osillator, whih has the Hamilto-nianH(p; q) = 12p2+ 12!2q2 (p; q 2 R). Applying the St�ormer/Verlet methodgives � pn+1!qn+1� = A(h!)� pn!qn� (3.3)with the propagation matrixA(h!) =  1� h2!22 �h!2 �1� h2!24 �h!2 1� h2!22 ! : (3.4)Sine A(h!) is not an orthogonal matrix, H(p; q) is not preserved alongnumerial solutions. Notie, however, that the harateristi polynomial is�2� (2�h2!2)�+1, so that the eigenvalues are of modulus one if (and onlyif) jh!j � 2. The matrix V of eigenvetors is lose to the identity for smallh!, and the norm of V �1(pn; !qn)T is onserved.The St�ormer/Verlet method does, however, preserve an important sub-lass of quadrati �rst integrals, and in partiular the total angular momen-



20 E. Hairer, Ch. Lubih and G. Wannertum of N -body systems. As we have seen in Set. 1.3, Newton was alreadyaware that the method preserves angular momentum in the Kepler problemand used this fat to prove Kepler's seond law. In the following result C isa onstant square matrix and  a onstant vetor.Theorem 3.5. The St�ormer/Verlet method preserves quadrati �rst in-tegrals of the form I(q; v) = vT (Cq + ) (or I(p; q) = pT (Bq + b) in theHamiltonian ase).Proof. By (3.1), f(q)T (Cq + ) + vTCv = 0 for all q; v. Writing theSt�ormer/Verlet method as the omposition of the two sympleti Eulermethods (1.8) and (1.9), we obtain for the �rst half-stepvTn+1=2(Cqn+1=2 + ) = vTn (Cqn + )+ h2 �f(qn)T (Cqn + ) + vTn+1=2Cvn+1=2� ;where we notie that the term in the seond line vanishes. For the seondhalf-step we obtain in the same way vTn+1(Cqn+1+ ) = vTn+1=2(Cqn+1=2+ ),and the result follows. �The most important soure of �rst integrals of Hamiltonian systems isNoether's theorem, whih states that ontinuous symmetries yield �rst in-tegrals: if the assoiated Lagrangian is invariant under the ow �s of thevetor �eld a(q), that is, L(�s(q); �0s(q)v) = L(q; v) for all real s near 0 andall (q; v), then I(p; q) = pTa(q) is a �rst integral; see, e.g., (Arnold 1989,p. 88). For Hamiltonian systems of the form (2.8), where the assoiated La-grangian is (1.15), it an be shown that a(q) must be linear: a(q) = Bq+ b,with MB skew-symmetri. Hene, for Hamiltonian systems (2.7) with aHamiltonian of the form (2.8), all �rst integrals originating from Noether'stheorem are preserved by the St�ormer/Verlet method.Theorem 3.5 yields yet another proof (and further insight) of the sym-pletiity of the St�ormer/Verlet method: onsider the Hamiltonian system_p = �rU(q); _q =M�1p together with its variational equation_Y = � 0 �r2U(q)M�1 0 �Y with Y = � Pp PqQp Qq � :The derivative of the ow is then '0t(p; q) = Y (t) orresponding to theinitial onditions p; q and Y (0) = I. The derivative �0h(p; q) of the numeri-al solution with respet to the initial values equals the result Y1 obtainedby applying the method to the ombined system of the Hamiltonian sys-tem together with its variational equation, partitioned into (p; Pp; Pq) and(q;Qp; Qq). Sympletiity means that the omponents of Y TJY are �rstintegrals. Sine they are of the mixed quadrati type onsidered above,



Geometri Numerial Integration 21Theorem 3.5 shows that they are preserved by the St�ormer/Verlet method:Y T1 JY1 = Y T0 JY0, whih is just the sympletiity �0hTJ�0h = J .4. Bakward error analysisThe theoretial foundation of geometri integrators is mainly based on abakward interpretation whih onsiders the numerial approximation asthe exat solution of a modi�ed problem. Suh an interpretation has beenintuitively used in the physis literature, e.g., (Ruth 1983). A rigorousformulation evolved around 1990, beginning with the papers (Feng 1991),(MLahlan and Atela 1992), (Sanz-Serna 1992), (Yoshida 1993). Expo-nentially small error bounds and appliations of bakward error analysisto explaining the long-time behaviour of numerial integrators were subse-quently given by (Benettin and Giorgilli 1994), (Hairer and Lubih 1997),and (Reih 1999a). We explain the essential ideas and we illustrate themfor the St�ormer/Verlet method.4.1. Constrution of the modi�ed equationThe idea of bakward error analysis applies to general ordinary di�erentialequations and to general numerial integrators, and a restrition to speialmethods for seond order problems would hide the essentials. We thereforeonsider the di�erential equation _y = F (y) (4.1)and a numerial one-step method yn+1 = �h(yn). The idea onsists insearhing and studying a modi�ed di�erential equation_y = F (y) + hF2(y) + h2F3(y) + : : : ; (4.2)suh that the exat time-h ow e'h(y) of (4.2) is equal to the numerial ow�h(y). Unfortunately, the series in (4.2) annot be expeted to onverge ingeneral, and the preise statement has to be formulated as follows:Theorem 4.1. Consider (4.1) with an in�nitely di�erentiable vetor �eldF (y), and assume that the numerial method admits a Taylor series expan-sion of the form�h(y) = y + hF (y) + h2D2(y) + h3D3(y) + : : : (4.3)with smooth Dj(y). Then, there exist unique vetor �elds Fj(y) suh thatfor any N � 1, �h(y) = e'h;N (y) +O(hN+1);where e't;N is the exat ow of the trunated modi�ed equation_y = F (y) + hF2(y) + : : : + hN�1FN (y): (4.4)



22 E. Hairer, Ch. Lubih and G. WannerProof. Disregarding onvergene issues, we expand the exat ow of (4.2)into a Taylor series (using the notation ey(t) = e't(y))e'h(y) = y + h _ey (0) + h22! �ey (0) + h33! ey(3)(0) + : : := y + h(F (y) + hF2(y) + h2F3(y) + : : :)+h22! (F 0(y) + hF 02(y) + : : :)(F (y) + hF2(y) + : : :) + : : : (4.5)and we ompare like powers of h in the expressions (4.5) and (4.3). Thisyields reurrene relations for the funtions Fj(y), namely,F2(y) = D2(y)� 12!F 0F (y) (4.6)F3(y) = D3(y)� 13!�F 00(F; F )(y) + F 0F 0F (y)�� 12!�F 0F2(y) + F 02F (y)�;and uniquely de�nes the funtions Fj(y) in a onstrutive manner. �4.2. Modi�ed equation of the St�ormer/Verlet methodPutting y = (q; v)T and F (y) = (v; f(q))T , the di�erential equation (1.3) isof the form (4.1). For the St�ormer/Verlet sheme (1.5) we have�h(q; v) = � q + hv + h22 f(q)v + h2f(q) + h2f(q + hv + h22 f(q))� : (4.7)Expanding this funtion into a Taylor series we get (4.3) withD2(q; v) = 12 � f(q)f 0(q)v� ; D3(q; v) = 14 � 0f 0(q)f(q) + f 00(q)(v; v)� ; : : :and the funtions Fj(q; v) an be omputed as in the proof of Theorem 4.1.Sine the St�ormer/Verlet method is of seond order, the funtion D2(q; v)has to oinide with the h2-oeÆient of the exat solution and we haveF2(q; v) = 0. We then getF3(q; v) = 112 � �2 f 0(q)vf 0(q)f(q) + f 00(q)(v; v)� ; (4.8)and for the next funtion we obtain F4(q; v) = 0. The vanishing of thisfuntion follows from the symmetry of the method (f. Set. 4.3). For larger(odd) j the funtions Fj(q; v) beome more and more ompliated and higherderivatives of f(q) are involved. The expliit formula for F3(q; v) also showsthat the modi�ed di�erential equation (4.2) is no longer a seond orderequation like (1.3).A similar omputation for the version (B) of the St�ormer/Verlet method
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St�ormer/Verlet (A) St�ormer/Verlet (B)Fig. 4.1. Numerial solution with step size h = 0:9 for the two versions of theSt�ormer/Verlet method ompared to the exat ow of their modi�ed di�erentialequations trunated after the O(h2) term.(see (1.6)) givesF3(q; v) = 124 � 2 f 0(q)v�4 f 0(q)f(q)� f 00(q)(v; v)� (4.9)and, obviously, also F2(q; v) = F4(q; v) = 0.As a onrete example onsider the pendulum equation for whih f(q) =� sin q. The two pitures of Fig. 4.1 show the exat ow of the modi�eddi�erential equations (trunated after the O(h2) term) orresponding to thetwo versions (1.5) and (1.6) of the St�ormer/Verlet sheme together with thenumerial solution for the initial value (p0; q0) = (1:0;�1:2). The olourof the numerial approximations (dark gray to light gray) indiates the in-reasing time. We observe a surprisingly good agreement.In both ases the solutions of the modi�ed equation are periodi, andthe numerial approximation lies near a losed urve, so that a orretqualitative behaviour is obtained. This is explained by the fat that forf(q) = �rU(q) the vetor �elds (4.8) and (4.9) are Hamiltonian withH3(p; q) = 112 r2U(q)(p; p) + 124 rU(q)TrU(q) andH3(p; q) = � 124 r2U(q)(p; p)� 16 rU(q)TrU(q);respetively. Consequently, the exat solutions of the trunated modi�edequation stay on the level urves of eH(p; q) = H(p; q) + h2H3(p; q) whihare drawn in Fig. 4.1.4.3. Properties of the modi�ed di�erential equationIn the following Set. 4.4 we shall see that the numerial solution is extremelylose to the exat solution of a trunated modi�ed equation. To study



24 E. Hairer, Ch. Lubih and G. Wannerproperties of the numerial solution, it is therefore justi�ed to investigateinstead the orresponding properties of the modi�ed di�erential equation.It follows from the de�nition of the modi�ed equation that for methodsof order r, i.e., �h(y) = 'h(y) +O(hr+1), we haveFj(y) = 0 for j = 2; : : : ; r:Furthermore, if the leading term of the loal trunation error is Er+1(y),i.e., �h(y) = 'h(y) + hr+1Er+1(y) +O(hr+2), thenFr+1(y) = Er+1(y):By Theorem 2.1 the St�ormer/Verlet method is symmetri. For suh meth-ods the modi�ed equation has an expansion in even powers of h, i.e.,F2j(y) = 0 for j = 1; 2; : : : : (4.10)This an be proved as follows: to indiate the h-dependene of the vetor�eld (4.2), we denote by e't;h(y) the (formal) ow of (4.2). Bakward erroranalysis tells us that �h(y) = e'h;h(y). We thus have ��h(y) = e'�h;�h(y)and by the group property of the exat ow ��1�h(y) = e'h;�h(y). The sym-metry ondition (2.1) thus implies that e't;h(y) = e't;�h(y) for t = h, and theomputation of (4.5) shows that this is only possible if (4.10) holds.Geometri properties of a numerial method have their ounterparts inthe modi�ed equation. Let us explain this for the properties disussed inSets. 2 and 3.Theorem 4.2. (reversible systems) If the St�ormer/Verlet method (1.5)is applied to a di�erential equation (1.3), then every trunation of themodi�ed di�erential equation is reversible with respet to the reetion�(q; v) = (q;�v).Theorem 4.3. (Hamiltonian systems) If the St�ormer/Verlet method(2.10) is applied to a Hamiltonian system, then every trunation of themodi�ed di�erential equation is Hamiltonian.Theorem 4.4. (divergene-free systems) If the St�ormer/Verlet method(1.24) is applied to a divergene-free system of the form (2.19), then everytrunation of the modi�ed di�erential equation is divergene-free.Theorem 4.5. (�rst integrals) If the St�ormer/Verlet method (1.24) isapplied to a di�erential equation with a �rst integral of the form I(q; v) =vT (Cq + ), then every trunation of the modi�ed di�erential equation hasI(q; v) as a �rst integral.The proofs are based on an indution argument. Sine they are allvery similar, see (Hairer et al. 2002, Chap. IX), we only present the proofof Theorem 4.3, for the ase where the Hamiltonian H(p; q) is de�ned



Geometri Numerial Integration 25on a simply onneted domain. This proof was �rst given by (Benettinand Giorgilli 1994) and (Tang 1994), and its ideas an be traed bak to(Moser 1968).Proof. With y = (p; q), the Hamiltonian system (2.7) is written more om-patly as _y = J�1rH(y) with J of (2.9). We will show that all the oeÆientfuntions of the modi�ed equation an be written asFj(y) = J�1rHj(y): (4.11)Assume, by indution, that (4.11) holds for j = 1; 2; : : : ; N (this is satis�edfor N = 1, beause F1(y) = F (y) = J�1rH(y)). We have to prove theexistene of a Hamiltonian HN+1(y). The idea is to onsider the trunatedmodi�ed equation (4.4), whih then is a Hamiltonian system with Hamilto-nian H(y) + hH2(y) + : : :+ hN�1HN (y). Its ow 'N;t(y), ompared to thatof (4.2) and thus to the one-step map �h of the St�ormer/Verlet method,satis�es �h(y) = 'N;h(y) + hN+1FN+1(y) +O(hN+2);and also �0h(y) = '0N;h(y) + hN+1F 0N+1(y) +O(hN+2):By Theorem 2.2 and by the indution hypothesis, �h and 'N;h are sym-pleti transformations. This, together with '0N;h(y) = I + O(h), thereforeimpliesJ = �0h(y)TJ�0h(y) = J + hN+1�F 0N+1(y)TJ + JF 0N+1(y)�+O(hN+2):Consequently, the matrix JF 0N+1(y) is symmetri. The funtion JFN+1(y) istherefore the gradient of some salar funtion HN+1(y), whih proves (4.11)for j = N + 1. �The last argument of the foregoing proof requires that the domain be sim-ply onneted. For general domains, one has to use the representation (2.17)with the help of the generating funtion (2.18). We refer to Set. IX.3.2 of(Hairer et al. 2002) for details of the proof.4.4. Exponentially small error estimatesTheorem 4.1 proves a statement that is valid for all N � 1, and it is naturalto ask whih hoie of N gives the best estimate.Example 4.6. Consider the simple di�erential equation �q = f(t) (whihbeomes autonomous after adding �t = 0). If one tries to ompute the mod-i�ed equation for the St�ormer/Verlet method, one is readily onvined thatits q-omponent is of the form�q(t) = f(t) + h2b2 �f(t) + h4b4f (4)(t) + h6b6f (6)(t) + : : : : (4.12)



26 E. Hairer, Ch. Lubih and G. WannerPutting f(t) = et, the solution of this modi�ed equation iseq(t) = C1 + tC2 + (1 + b2h2 + b4h4 + b6h6 + : : :) et;and inserted into (1.2) we obtain(1 + b2h2 + b4h4 + b6h6 + : : :)(e�h � 2 + eh) = h2: (4.13)This shows that 1+b2h2+b4h4+ : : : is analyti in a dis of radius 2� entredat the origin. Consequently, the oeÆients behave like b2k � Const (2�)�2kfor k !1.Consider now funtions f(t) whose derivatives grow like f (k)(t) � k!M R�k.This is the ase for analyti f(t) with �nite poles. The individual terms ofthe modi�ed equation (4.12) then behave likeh2kb2kf (2k)(t) � Const h2k(2k)!(R � 2�)2k � Constp4�k � h � 2kR � 2� e�2k (4.14)(using Stirlings formula). Even for very small step sizes h this expression isunbounded for k !1, so that the series (4.12) annot onverge. However,the formula (4.14) tells us that the terms of the series derease until 2kapproahes the value 2�R=h, and then they tend rapidly to1. It is thereforenatural to trunate the modi�ed equation after N terms, where N � 2�R=h.To �nd a reasonably good trunation index N for general di�erentialequations, one has to know estimates for all derivatives of F (y) and of theoeÆient funtions Dj(y) of the Taylor expansion of the numerial ow.One onvenient way for doing this is to assume analytiity of these funtions.Exponentially small error bounds were �rst derived by (Benettin andGiorgilli 1994). The following estimates are from (Hairer et al. 2002, p. 306).Theorem 4.7. Let F (y) be analyti in B2R(y0), let the oeÆients Dj(y)of the method (4.3) be analyti in BR(y0), and assume thatkF (y)k �M and kDj(y)k � �M�2�MR �j�1 (4.15)hold for y 2 B2R(y0) and y 2 BR(y0), respetively. If h � h0=4 withh0 = R=(e�M) and � = 2 max(�; �=(2 ln 2�1)), then there exists N = N(h)(namely N equal to the largest integer satisfying hN � h0) suh that thedi�erene between the numerial solution y1 = �h(y0) and the exat solutione'N;t(y0) of the trunated modi�ed equation (4.4) satis�esk�h(y0)� e'N;h(y0)k � hMe�h0=h;where  = e(2 + 1:65� + �) depends only on the method.The proof of this theorem is tehnial and long; see (Hairer et al. 2002,Set. IX.7) for details. We just explain how the assumptions an be hekedfor the St�ormer/Verlet method (4.7).



Geometri Numerial Integration 27We let y = (q; v)T , F (y) = (v; f(q))T , and we onsider the saled normkyk = kqk + hkvk. The quantities R and M are then given by the prob-lem. The omputation of the beginning of Set. 4.2 shows that the funtionsDj(q; v) are omposed of derivatives of f(q) so that they are analyti onthe same domain as f(q). To �nd the onstants � and � in (4.15), we usekF (y)k = kvk+hkf(q)k �M for kq�q0k+hkv�v0k � 2R, and we estimate�h(q; v) �� q + hvv + h2 f(q)� = � h22 f(q)h2 f(q + hv + h22 f(q))� � hMfor kq � q0k + hkv � v0k � R and for hM � R. This follows from the fatthat the argument of f satis�es kq + hv + h22 f(q) � q0k � R + hM � 2R.Considered as a funtion of h, �h(q; v) is analyti in the omplex dis jhj �R=M . Cauhy's estimate therefore yieldskDj(q; v)k = 1j!  djdhj��h(q; v) �� q + hvv + h2 f(q)������h=0 �M�MR �j�1for j � 2. This proves the estimates (4.15) with � = 1 and � = 1=2.5. Long-time behaviour of numerial solutionsIn this setion we show how the geometri properties of Set. 2 turn intofavourable long-term behaviour. Most of the results are obtained with thehelp of bakward error analysis.5.1. Energy onservationWe have seen in Example 3.4 that the total energy H(p; q) of a Hamiltoniansystem is not preserved exatly by the St�ormer/Verlet method. In that ex-ample it is, however, approximately preserved. Also for the Kepler problem,Fig. 3.1 indiates no drift in the energy. As the following theorem shows,the Hamiltonian is in fat approximately preserved over very long times forgeneral Hamiltonian systems.Theorem 5.1. The total energy along a numerial solution (pn; qn) of theSt�ormer/Verlet method satis�esjH(pn; qn)�H(p0; q0)j � Ch2 +CNhN t for 0 � t = nh � h�Nfor arbitrary positive integer N . The onstants C and CN are independentof t and h. CN depends on bounds of derivatives of H up to (N+1)th orderin a region that ontains the numerial solution values (pn; qn).We give two di�erent proofs of this result, the �rst one based on thesympletiity, the seond one on the symmetry of the method. When theHamiltonian is analyti, both proofs an be re�ned to yield an estimate



28 E. Hairer, Ch. Lubih and G. WannerCh2 + C0e�=ht over exponentially long times t � e=h, with  proportionalto 1=
, where 
 is an upper bound of kM�1=2r2U(q)M�1=2k1=2, i.e., of thehighest frequeny in the linearised system.The �rst proof uses the sympletiity of the St�ormer/Verlet method viabakward error analysis, in an argument due to (Benettin and Giorgilli1994). It applies to general sympleti methods for general (smooth) Hamil-tonian systems (2.7). We know from Theorem 4.3 that the modi�ed dif-ferential equation, trunated after N terms, is again Hamiltonian, with amodi�ed Hamiltonian eH that is O(h2) lose to the original Hamiltonian Hin a neighbourhood of the numerial solution values. Consider now eH alongthe numerial solution. We write the deviation of eH as a telesoping sumeH(pn; qn)� eH(p0; q0) = n�1Xj=0 � eH(pj+1; qj+1)� eH(pj ; qj)� :By onstrution of the modi�ed equation, we have for its ow e'h(pj ; qj) =(pj+1; qj+1) +O(hN+1). On the other hand, the ow e't preserves the mod-i�ed Hamiltonian, and heneeH(pj+1; qj+1)� eH(pj ; qj) = eH(pj+1; qj+1)� eH(e'h(pj ; qj)) = O(hN+1):Inserting this estimate in the above sum yields the result.The seond proof uses only the symmetry of the St�ormer/Verlet method.It was given in (Hairer and Lubih 2000b) beause its arguments extendto numerial energy onservation in osillatory systems when the produtof the step size with the highest frequenies is bounded away from 0 (seeSet. 5.4). Bakward error analysis, or the asymptoti h2-expansion of thenumerial solution, shows that there exists, for every n, a funtion qn(t)with qn(0) = qn and qn(�h) = qn�1 +O(hN+1) satisfyingqn(t+ h)� 2qn(t) + qn(t� h) = h2f(qn(t)) +O(hN+2) (5.1)for t in some �xed interval around 0. The funtions qn(t + h) and qn+1(t)agree up to O(hN+1) as do their kth derivatives multiplied with hk, fork � N . By Taylor expansion in (5.1),N=2Xl=1 2(2l)! d2lqndt2l (t)h2l�2 = f(qn(t)) +O(hN ): (5.2)Beause of the symmetry of the method, only even-order derivatives of qn(t)(and even powers of the step size) are present in (5.2).We multiply (5.2) with _qn(t)TM and integrate over t. The key observationis now that the produt of _qn(t) with an even-order derivative of qn(t) is a



Geometri Numerial Integration 29total di�erential (we omit the supersript n in the following formula):_qTMq(2l) = ddtAl[q℄withAl[q℄ = � _qTMq(2l�1)��qTMq(2l�2)+: : :�(q(l�1))TMq(l+1)� 12 (q(l))TMq(l)�:In partiular, A1[q℄ = 12 _qTM _q. Moreover, for f(q) = �M�1rU(q) welearly have _qTMf(q) = �(d=dt)U(q). For the energy funtionalH[q℄(t) = N=2Xl=1 2(2l)! Al[q℄(t)h2l�2 + U(q(t))we thus obtain (d=dt)H[qn℄(t) = O(hN ) and heneH[qn℄(h) �H[qn℄(0) = O(hN+1): (5.3)Sine the funtions qn(t+h) and qn+1(t), together with their kth derivativessaled by hk (k � N), are equal up to O(hN+1), we further haveH[qn+1℄(0) �H[qn℄(h) = O(hN+1): (5.4)Moreover, with pn(t) =M _qn(t) we haveH[qn℄(0) = H(pn(0); qn(0)) +O(h2) = H(pn; qn) +O(h2); (5.5)where the last equation follows by notingpn =M qn+1 � qn�12h = pn(0) +O(h2):Hene, from (5.3)-(5.5),H(pn; qn)�H(p0; q0) = H[qn℄(0) �H[q0℄(0) +O(h2)= O(nhN+1) +O(h2);whih ompletes the proof.5.2. Linear error growth for integrable systemsGeneral Hamiltonian systems may have extremely ompliated dynamis,and little an be said about the long-time behaviour of their disretisationsapart from the long-time near-onservation of the total energy onsideredabove. At the other end, the simplest oneivable dynamis { uniform mo-tion on a Cartesian produt of irles { appears in integrable Hamiltoniansystems. Their pratial interest lies in the fat that many physial sys-tems are perturbations of integrable systems, with planetary motion as thelassial example and historial driving fore.



30 E. Hairer, Ch. Lubih and G. WannerA Hamiltonian system (2.7) is integrable if there exists a sympleti trans-formation (p; q) =  (a; �) (5.6)to ation-angle variables (a; �), de�ned for ations a = (a1; : : : ; ad) in someopen set of Rd and for angles � on the whole d-dimensional torusTd = Rd=(2�Zd) = f(�1; : : : ; �d); �i 2 R mod 2�g;suh that the Hamiltonian in these variables depends only on the ations:H(p; q) = H( (a; �)) = K(a): (5.7)In the ation-angle variables, the equations of motion are simply_a = 0 ; _� = !(a) (5.8)with the frequenies ! = (!1; : : : ; !d)T = raK (notie r�K = 0). This hasa quasi-periodi (or possibly periodi) ow:'t(a; �) = (a; � + !(a)t): (5.9)For every a, the torus f(a; �) : � 2 Tdg is thus invariant under the ow. Weexpress the ations and angles in terms of the original variables (p; q) viathe inverse transform of (5.6) as(a; �) = (I(p; q);�(p; q))and note that the omponents of I = (I1; : : : ; Id) are �rst integrals of theintegrable system.Integrability of a Hamiltonian system is an exeptional property: thesystem has d independent �rst integrals I1; : : : ; Id whose Poisson braketsvanish pairwise, i.e.,fIi; Ijg = rqITi rpIj �rpITi rqIj = 0 for all i; j.The solution trajetories of the Hamiltonian systems with Hamiltonian Ii ex-ist for all time (in the ation-angle variables, their ow is simply '[i℄t (a; �) =(a; � + tei) with ei denoting the ith unit vetor of Rd), and the level setsof I are ompat (the invariant tori fa = Const:; � 2 Tdg). Conversely,it is the ontent of the Arnold-Liouville theorem (Arnold 1963) that everyHamiltonian system that has d �rst integrals with the above properties, anbe transformed to ation-angle variables with a Hamiltonian depending onlyon the ations.Example 5.2. The harmoni osillator H(p; q) = 12p2 + 12q2 is integrable,with the transformation to ation-angle oordinates given by� pq� = �p2a os �p2a sin � �
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Fig. 5.1. Transformation to ation-angle variables.with a = H(p; q), see Fig. 5.1. Here, the ation-angle oordinates are sym-pleti polar oordinates.Example 5.3. The Kepler problem, withH(p; q) = 12(p21+p22)�1=pq21 + q22in the rangeH < 0, is integrable with ations a1 = 1=p�2H and a2 = L (theangular momentum, L = q1p2�q2p1). The frequenies are !1 = !2 = 2�=T ,where T = 2�=(�2H)3=2 is the period of a trajetory with total energy H.Example 5.4. A further elebrated example of an integrable system isthe Toda lattie (Toda 1970, Flashka 1974), whih desribes a system ofpartiles on a line interating with exponential fores. The Hamiltonian isH(p; q) = dXk=1�12p2k + exp(qk � qk+1)�with periodi extension qd+1 = q1. The eigenvalues of the matrixL = 0BBBBB�a1 b1 bdb1 a2 b2 0b2 . . . . . .0 . . . ad�1 bd�1bd bd�1 ad
1CCCCCA ; ak = �12pkbk = 12 exp(12 (qk � qk+1))are �rst integrals whose Poisson brakets vanish pairwise.We onsider the ase d = 3 and hoose initial values q0 = (1; 2;�1)T andp0 = (�1:5; 1; 0:5)T . Figure 5.2 shows the eigenvalues of L along the nu-merial solution of the St�ormer/Verlet and the seond-order Runge methodobtained with step sizes h = 0:1 (left) and h = 0:05 (right) on the interval0 � t � 50. Not only the Hamiltonian (Theorem 5.1), but all d �rst integrals
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� h = 0:1�1 h = 0:05�1�2 �2Runge2 St�ormer/Verlett�3 t�3Fig. 5.2. Toda eigenvalues along the numerial solution.of the integrable system are well approximated over long times with an errorof size O(h2). This is explained by Theorem 5.5 below.The global error in (p; q) is plotted in Fig. 5.3. We observe a linear errorgrowth for the St�ormer/Verlet method, in ontrast to a quadrati errorgrowth for the seond-order Runge method.The study of the error behaviour of the numerial method ombinesbakward error analysis, by means of whih the numerial map is inter-preted as being essentially the time-h ow of a modi�ed Hamiltonian sys-tem, and the perturbation theory of integrable systems, a rih mathematialtheory originally developed for problems of elestial mehanis (Poinar�e1892/1893/1899, Siegel and Moser 1971). The e�et of a small perturbationof an integrable system is well under ontrol in subsets of the phase spaewhere the frequenies ! satisfy Siegel's diophantine ondition:jk � !j � jkj�� for all k 2 Zd (5.10)
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Fig. 5.3. Global error of the St�ormer/Verlet and the seond-order Runge methodon the Toda lattie.



Geometri Numerial Integration 33for some positive onstants  and �, with jkj =Pi ki. For � > d�1, almostall frequenies (in the sense of Lebesgue measure) satisfy (5.10) for some > 0. For any hoie of  and � the omplementary set is, however, openand dense in Rd.For general numerial integrators applied to integrable systems (or per-turbations thereof) the error grows quadratially with time, and there is alinear drift o� the �rst integrals Ii. For sympleti methods suh as theSt�ormer/Verlet method there is linear error growth and long-time near-preservation of the �rst integrals Ii, as is shown by the following resultfrom (Hairer et al. 2002, Set. X.3).Theorem 5.5. Consider applying the St�ormer/Verlet method to an inte-grable system (2.7) with real-analyti Hamiltonian. Suppose that !� 2 Rdsatis�es the diophantine ondition (5.10). Then, there exist positive on-stants C;  and h0 suh that the following holds for all step sizes h � h0:every numerial solution (pn; qn) starting with frequenies !0 = !(I(p0; q0))suh that k!0 � !�k � j log hj���1, satis�esk(pn; qn)� (p(t); q(t))k � C th2kI(pn; qn)� I(p0; q0)k � C h2 for t = nh � h�2 :The onstants h0; ; C depend on d; ; � and on bounds of the Hamiltonian.The basi steps of the proof are summarised in Fig. 5.4. By bakwarderror analysis, the numerial method oinides, up to arbitrary order in h,with the ow of the modi�ed di�erential equation, whih is a Hamiltonianperturbation of size " = h2 of the original, integrable system. We are thus inthe realm of lassial perturbation theory. In addition to the transformationto the ation-angle variables (a; �), whih gives the modi�ed Hamiltonian inthe form K(a) + " eK1(a; �), we use a further sympleti oordinate transfor-mation (a; �) = �(b; ') whih eliminates, up to high-order terms in ", thedependene on the angles in the modi�ed Hamiltonian. This transformationis O(") lose to the identity. It is onstruted asb = a�r�S(b; �); ' = � +rbS(b; �);where the generating funtion S(b; �) is determined as a Lindstedt-Poinar�eperturbation series,S(b; �) = "S1(b; �) + "2S2(b; �) + : : :+ "NSN (b; �):The error propagation is then studied in the (b; ')-variables, with the resultkb(t)� b0k � C t "N+1k'(t)� '0 � !"(b0) tk � C (t+ t2) "N for t2 � 1="N ;with !"(b) = !(b) +O("). Transforming bak to the original variables (p; q)�nally yields the stated result.



34 E. Hairer, Ch. Lubih and G. Wannerbakward erroranalysisintegrableHamiltonianH(p; q) numerialsolution(pn; qn) modi�edHamiltonianeH(p; q)
HamiltonianK(a) ation-anglevariables(p; q) =  (a; �) modi�ed HamiltonianK(a) + " eK1(a; �)with " = hpLindstedt-Poinar�eseries(a; �) = �(b; ') modi�ed HamiltonianK(b) + "K1(b) + : : :+ "NKN(b)+"N+1R(b; ')Fig. 5.4. Transformations in the proof of Theorem 5.5.Theorem 5.5 admits extensions in several diretions. It is just one of aseries of results on the long-time behaviour of geometri integrators.� The theorem does not apply diretly to the Kepler problem, whih hastwo idential frequenies !1 = !2 = (�2H)3=2. However, sine the angularmomentum a2 = L is preserved exatly by the St�ormer/Verlet method, itturns out that the modi�ed Hamiltonian written in the ation-angle variablesof the Kepler problem is independent of the angle �2. Only the angle �1 musttherefore be eliminated via the perturbation series, and this involves only thesingle frequeny !1 for whih the diophantine ondition is trivially satis�ed.The proof and result of Theorem 5.5 thus extend to the Kepler problem.� The linear error growth remains intat when the method is applied toperturbed integrable systemsH(p; q)+"G(p; q) with a perturbation parameterof size " = O(h�) for some positive exponent �.� Under stronger onditions on the initial values or on the system, thenear-preservation of the ation variables along the numerial solution holdsfor times that are exponentially long in a negative power of the step size(Hairer and Lubih 1997, Moan 2002). For a Cantor set of initial valuesand a Cantor set of step sizes this holds even perpetually, in view of theexistene of invariant tori of the numerial integrator lose to the invarianttori of the integrable system (Shang 1999, Shang 2000).� Perturbed integrable systems have KAM tori, i.e., deformations of the



Geometri Numerial Integration 35invariant tori of the integrable system orresponding to diophantine frequen-ies !, whih are invariant under the ow of the perturbed system. If themethod is applied to suh a perturbed integrable system, then the numeri-al method has tori whih are near-invariant over exponentially long times(Hairer and Lubih 1997). For a Cantor set of non-resonant step sizes thereare even truly invariant tori on whih the numerial one-step map reduesto rotation by h! in suitable oordinates (Hairer et al. 2002, p. 371).� There is a ompletely analogous theory for integrable reversible sys-tems (Hairer et al. 2002, Chap.XI). These are di�erential equations withreversible ow (2.2), whih are transformed to the form (5.8) by a transfor-mation (q; v) = (�(a; �); �(a; �)) that preserves reversibility, i.e., � is odd in� and � is even in �. In that theory, only the reversibility of the numer-ial method omes into play, not the sympletiity. There is again linearerror growth, long-time near-preservation of the ation variables, and anabundane of invariant tori.� For dissipatively perturbed integrable systems, where only one torussurvives the perturbation and beomes weakly attrative, the existene ofa nearby invariant torus of the numerial method is shown under weak as-sumptions on the step size in (Sto�er 1998, Hairer and Lubih 1999).5.3. Statistial behaviourThe equation of motion of a system of 864 partiles interatingthrough a Lennard-Jones potential has been integrated for vari-ous values of the temperature and density, relative, generally, to auid state. The equilibrium properties have been alulated andare shown to agree very well with the orresponding properties ofargon. (L. Verlet 1967)In moleular dynamis, it is the omputation of statistial or thermodynamiquantities, suh as temperature, whih is of interest rather than single tra-jetories. The suess of the St�ormer/Verlet method in this �eld lies in theobservation that the method is apparently able to reprodue the orretstatistial behaviour over long times. Sine (Verlet 1967), this has beenon�rmed in numerous omputational experiments. Bakward error analy-sis gives indiations as to why this might be so, but to our knowledge thereare as yet no rigorous mathematial results in the literature explaining thefavourable statistial behaviour.In the following we derive a result whih is a disrete analogue of thevirial theorem of statistial mehanis; f. (Abraham and Marsden 1978,p. 243) and (Gallavotti 1999, p. 129). It omes as a onsequene of the long-time near-onservation of energy. Consider the Poisson braket fF;Hg =rqF TrpH �rpF TrqH of an arbitrary di�erentiable funtion F (p; q) withthe Hamiltonian. Along every solution (p(t); q(t)) of the Hamiltonian system



36 E. Hairer, Ch. Lubih and G. Wannerwe have fF;Hg(p(t); q(t)) = ddt F (p(t); q(t));and hene the time average of the Poisson braket along a solution is1T Z T0 fF;Hg(p(t); q(t)) dt = 1T �F (p(T ); q(T )) � F (p(0); q(0))�:If F is bounded along the solution, this shows that the average is of sizeO(1=T ) as T ! 1. In partiular, this ondition is satis�ed if the energylevel set f(p; q) : H(p; q) = H(p(0); q(0))g is ompat.Example 5.6. For a separable Hamiltonian (2.8) the hoie F (p; q) = pT qyields the virial theorem of Clausius (Gallavotti 1999, p. 129),limT!1 1T Z T0 p(t)TM�1p(t) dt = limT!1 1T Z T0 q(t)TrU(q(t)) dt;i.e., the time average of twie the kineti energy equals that of the virialfuntion qTrU(q).For the numerial disretisation there is the following result.Theorem 5.7. Let H(p; q) be a real-analyti Hamiltonian for whihKÆ = f(p; q) : jH(p; q)�H0j � Æg is ompatfor some Æ > 0. Let F (p; q) be an arbitrary smooth real-valued funtion,bounded by � on KÆ. Then, the numerial solution (pn; qn) obtained by theSt�ormer/Verlet method satis�es for h � h0��� 1N NXn=00 fF;Hg(pn; qn)��� � 2�Nh + Ch2 for Nh � e=h; (5.11)where the prime on the sum indiates that the �rst and last term are takenwith weight 12 . The onstants C; ; h0 > 0 depend on bounds of H on aomplex neighbourhood of KÆ and on bounds of the �rst three derivativesof F on KÆ , but they are independent of h and (p0; q0) 2 KÆ=2.In partiular, the left-hand side of (5.11) is O(h2) for h�2 � Nh � e=h.Proof. By Theorem 5.1 and the remark thereafter, we know thatyn := (pn; qn) 2 KÆ for nh � e=h:Sine yn+1 = 'h(yn) +O(h3) and fF;Hg('t(y)) = ddt F ('t(y)), we haveh2 fF;Hg(yn) + h2fF;Hg(yn+1) = Z h0 fF;Hg('t(yn)) dt+O(h3)= F (yn+1)� F (yn) +O(h3):
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Fig. 5.5. Computed total energy, temperature and virial funtion of the argonrystal, 10 000 steps of size h = 40 [fse℄.Hene 1N NXn=00 fF;Hg(yn) = 1Nh�F (yN )� F (y0)�+O(h2);whih yields the stated estimate. �Example 5.8. We give a numerial experiment with a small-sale versionof Verlet's argon model. It onsiders NA atoms interating by the Lennard-Jones potential V (r) = 4 "���r �12 � ��r �6�:The Hamiltonian of the system is (3.2) with Vij = V . We hoose NA = 7and the data of (Biesiadeki and Skeel 1993), see also (Hairer et al. 2002,p. 15). Figure 5.5 shows the Hamiltonian, the temperatureT (p) = 1NAkB 12m NAXi=1 kpik2(kB is Boltzmann's onstant) and the virial funtionC(q) = NAXi=2 i�1Xj=1 V 0(rij)rij(with rij = kqi � qjk) over an interval of length 4 � 105 [fse℄, obtained by



38 E. Hairer, Ch. Lubih and G. Wannerthe St�ormer/Verlet method with step size h = 40 [fse℄. The units in the�gure are suh that kB = 1. The size of the osillations in the Hamiltonianis proportional to h2, whereas that in the temperature and in the virialfuntion is independent of h. At the end of the integration (after 10 000steps) the averages of twie the kineti energy and of the virial funtion are217:1 and 217:8, respetively.5.4. Osillatory di�erential equationsNonlinear mass-spring models have traditionally been very useful in explain-ing various phenomena of more ompliated \real" physial systems. Abovewe mentioned already the Toda lattie. An equally famous problem is theFermi-Pasta-Ulam model (Fermi, Pasta and Ulam 1955, Ford 1992), wherea nonlinear perturbation to a primarily linear problem is studied over longtimes. Here we use a variant of this problem for gaining insight into the long-time energy behaviour of the St�ormer/Verlet method applied to osillatorysystems with multiple time sales. We are interested in using step sizes h forwhih the produt with the highest frequeny ! in the system is boundedaway from zero. (Values of h! � 1=2 are routinely used in moleular dynam-is.) In this situation, bakward error analysis is no longer appliable, sinethe \exponentially small" error terms are then of size O(e�=h!) = O(1).x1 x2 x2m�1 x2m� � �sti�harmoni softnonlinearFig. 5.6. Chain with alternating soft nonlinear and sti� linear springs.Example 5.9. Consider a hain of 2m mass points, onneted with alter-nating soft nonlinear and sti� linear springs, and �xed at the end points; see(Galgani, Giorgilli, Martinoli and Vanzini 1992) and Fig. 5.6. The variablesx1; : : : ; x2m stand for the displaements of the mass points. In terms of thenew variablesqi = (x2i + x2i�1)=p2; qm+i = (x2i � x2i�1)=p2;(whih represent a saled displaement and a saled expansion/ompressionof the ith sti� spring) and the momenta pi = _qi, the motion is desribed bya Hamiltonian system withH(p; q) = 12 2mXi=1 p2i + !22 mXi=1 q2m+i + 14�(q1 � qm+1)4



Geometri Numerial Integration 39+m�1Xi=1 (qi+1 � qm+i+1 � qi � qm+i)4 + (qm + q2m)4�;where ! � 1 is a large parameter. Here we assume ubi nonlinear springs,but the speial form of the nonlinearity is not important.For an illustration we onsider m = 3 and hoose ! = 30. In Fig. 5.7 wehave plotted the following quantities as funtions of time: the HamiltonianH (atually we plot H � 0:8 for graphial reasons), the osillatory energy Ide�ned as I = I1 + I2 + I3 with Ij = 12p2m+j + 12!2q2m+j;and the kineti energies of the mass entre motion and of the relative motionof masses joined by a sti� spring,T1 = 12(p21 + p22 + p23); T2 = 12 (p24 + p25 + p26):The system has di�erent dynamis on several time sales: on the fast sale!�1 the motion is nearly harmoni in the sti� springs, on sale !0 there isthe motion of the soft springs driven by the nonlinearity, on the slow sale! there is an energy exhange between the sti� linear springs. For the �rstthree pitures the solutions were omputed with high auray.In the last piture we show the results obtained by the St�ormer/Verletmethod with step size h = 0:5=!. We note that both H and I are approxi-mately onserved over long times. For �xed ! the size of the osillations inH is proportional to h2. However, the osillations remain of the same size ifh dereases and ! inreases suh that h! remains onstant. The osillationsin I are of size O(!�1) uniformly for h! 0.The equations of motion for the above example are of the form�q = �
2q �rU(q) with 
 = � 0 00 !I � (5.12)with a single high frequeny ! � 1 and with a smooth potential U(q) whosederivatives are bounded independently of !. In addition to the total energyas a onserved quantity,H(p; q) = 12 pT p+ 12 qT
2q + U(q);the system has an adiabati invariant: over times exponentially long in !,the osillatory energyI(p; q) = 12 pT � 0 00 I � p+ !22 qT � 0 00 I � q (5.13)
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Fig. 5.7. Di�erent time sales in a Fermi-Pasta-Ulam problem, and energyonservation of the St�ormer/Verlet method.is preserved up to O(!�1). This holds uniformly for all initial values forwhih the total energy is bounded by a onstant independent of !, i.e., forbounded (p; q) with (0 I)q = O(!�1).Consider now applying the St�ormer/Verlet method to suh a system. Thestep size is then restrited to h! < 2 for linear stability, as Example 3.4shows. The Hamiltonian H(pn; qn) and the osillatory energy I(pn; qn) of(5.13) osillate rapidly, but stay within an O((h!)2) band over long times.The osillations do not beome smaller when h is dereased but ! is inreasedsuh that their produt h! is kept �xed. Nevertheless, the following resultshows that the time averages of the total and osillatory energiesHn = hT Xjjhj�T=2H(pn+j; qn+j)In = hT Xjjhj�T=2 I(pn+j; qn+j)for an arbitrary �xed T > 0 remain onstant up to O(h) over long timeseven when h! is bounded away from zero, but within the range of linearstability.Theorem 5.10. Let the St�ormer/Verlet method be applied to the problem(5.12) with a step size h for whih 0 < 0 � h! � 1 < 2. Let e! be



Geometri Numerial Integration 41de�ned by the relation sin(12he!) = 12h! and suppose j sin(12khe!)j � ph fork = 1; : : : ; N for some N � 2 and  > 0. Suppose further that the totalenergy at the initial value (p0; q0) is bounded independently of !, and thatthe numerial solution values qn stay in a region where all derivatives ofthe potential U are bounded. Then, the time averages of the total and theosillatory energy along the numerial solution satisfyHn = H0 +O(h)In = I0 +O(h) for 0 � nh � h�N+1:The onstants symbolized by O are independent of n; h; ! with the aboveonditions.It should, however, be noted that the time averages Hn and In do not, ingeneral, remain O(h) lose to the initial values H(p0; q0) and I(p0; q0).The estimates of Theorem 5.10 an be improved to O(h2) if a weightedtime average is taken, replaing the harateristi funtion of the interval[�T=2; T=2℄ by a smooth windowing funtion with bounded support, and ifthe osillatory energy I is replaed by J(p; q) = I(p; q)+qT � 0 00 I �rU(q),whih is preserved up to O(!�2) over exponentially long time intervals.For h! ! 0, the long-time near-preservation of the adiabati invariant Ian be shown using bakward error analysis (Reih 1999b), but this argu-ment breaks down for h! bounded away from zero as in Theorem 5.10.We omment only briey on the proof of Theorem 5.10; see (Hairer etal. 2002, Chap. XIII) for the full proof. It is based on representing thenumerial solution loally (on bounded intervals) by a modulated Fourierexpansion qn = Xjkj<N zk(t)eike!t +O(hN ) for t = nh;where the oeÆients zk(t) together with all their derivatives (up to somearbitrarily �xed order) are bounded by O(e!�jkj). A similar representationholds for pn. The expansion oeÆients yk(t) = zk(t)eike!t satisfy a systemof equations similar in struture to (5.2) (but of higher dimension). Thispermits to use similar arguments to the seond proof of Theorem 5.1 to inferthe existene of ertain modi�ed energies H� and I�, whih the numerialmethod preserves up to O(h) over times h�N+1. Finally, the time averagesHn and In an be expressed, up to O(h), in terms of these modi�ed energies.6. Constrained Hamiltonian systemsA minimal set of oordinates of a mehanial system is often diÆult to�nd. The minimal oordinates may be de�ned only impliitly, or frequenthanges of harts are neessary along a solution of the system. In this



42 E. Hairer, Ch. Lubih and G. Wannersituation it is favourable to formulate the problem as a Hamiltonian systemwith onstraints.6.1. Formulation as di�erential-algebrai equationsWe onsider a mehanial system with oordinates q 2 Rd that are subjetto onstraints g(q) = 0. The equations of motion are then of the form_p = �rqH(p; q)�rqg(q)�_q = rpH(p; q); 0 = g(q); (6.1)where the Hamiltonian H(p; q) is usually given by (2.8). Here, p and q arevetors in Rd, g(q) = (g1(q); : : : ; gm(q))T is the vetor of onstraints, andrqg = (rqg1; : : : ;rqgm) is the transposed Jaobian matrix of g(q).To ompute the Lagrange multiplier �, we di�erentiate the onstraint0 = g(q(t)) with respet to time. This yields the so-alled hidden onstraint0 = rqg(q)TrpH(p; q); (6.2)whih is an invariant of the ow of (6.1). A further di�erentiation gives0 = ��q�rqg(q)TrpH(p; q)�rpH(p; q)�rqg(q)Tr2pH(p; q)�rqH(p; q) +rqg(q)��; (6.3)whih allows us to express � in terms of (p; q), if the matrixrqg(q)Tr2pH(p; q)rqg(q) is invertible (6.4)(r2pH denotes the Hessian matrix of H). Inserting the so-obtained funtion�(p; q) into (6.1) gives the ordinary di�erential equation_p = �rqH(p; q)�rqg(q)�(p; q)_q = rpH(p; q) (6.5)for (p; q), whih is well-de�ned on the domain where H(p; q) and g(q) arede�ned, and not only for g(q) = 0. The standard theory for ordinary dif-ferential equations an be used to dedue existene and uniqueness of thesolution. Important properties of the system (6.1) are the following:� whenever the initial values satisfy (p0; q0) 2M withM = f(p; q) : g(q) = 0; rqg(q)TrpH(p; q) = 0g; (6.6)the solution stays on the manifoldM for all t; hene, the ow of (6.1)is a mapping 't :M!M.� the ow 't is a sympleti transformation on M whih means that('0t(p; q)�)T J '0t(p; q)� = �TJ � for �; � 2 T(p;q)M; (6.7)
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Fig. 6.1. Solutions of the Kepler problem and the two-body problem on thesphere.here, T(p;q)M denotes the tangent spae of M at (p; q) 2 M, and theprodut '0t(p; q)� has to be interpreted as the diretional derivative onthe manifold.� for Hamiltonians satisfyingH(�p; q) = H(p; q)the ow 't is �-reversible for �(p; q) = (�p; q) in the sense that (2.5)holds for (p; q) 2M.The �rst of these properties follows from the de�nition of �(p; q). For(p0; q0) 2M, a �rst integration of (6.3) gives (6.2) and a seond integrationyields g(q) = 0 along the solution of (6.5).To prove the sympletiity, we onsider the (unonstrained) Hamiltoniansystem with K(p; q) = H(p; q) + g(q)T�(p; q). Its ow is sympleti andoinides with that of (6.5) on the manifoldM.The reversibility is a onsequene of the fat that H(�p; q) = H(p; q)implies �(�p; q) = �(p; q). The ow of (6.5) and hene also its restritiononto M is thus �-reversible.Example 6.1. (Kepler and two-body problems on the sphere)Following (Kozlov and Harin 1992), we onsider a partile moving on theunit sphere attrated by a �xed point a on the sphere. The potential is givenas a fundamental solution of the Laplae-Beltrami equation on the sphere:U(q; a) = � os#sin# ; os# = hq; ai: (6.8)The Kepler problem on the sphere is then of the form (6.1) withH(p; q) = 12 pT p+ U(q; a); g(q) = qT q � 1:



44 E. Hairer, Ch. Lubih and G. WannerThe left piture of Fig. 6.1 shows the solution orresponding to the pointa = (0:3p2; 0:3p2; 0:8)T and to initial values given in spherial oordinatesby '0 = 1; �0 = 1:1 and _'0 = 1:2; _�0 = �1:1. The point a and the initialvalue are indiated by a larger symbol in Fig. 6.1.Whereas in the Eulidean spae the two-body problem redues to theKepler problem, this is not the ase on the sphere. For the two-body problemthe Hamiltonian isH(p1; p2; q1; q2) = 12 pT1 p1 + 12 pT2 p2 + U(q1; q2)with U(q1; q2) given by (6.8). The onstraints are gi(q1; q2) = qTi qi � 1 fori = 1; 2. The solution with initial values '10 = �0:3; �10 = 1:1; '20 =�0:8; �20 = 0:6 and _'10 = 0:9; _�10 = �0:5; _'20 = 0:3; _�20 = �0:1 is plottedin Fig. 6.1 (right).Example 6.2. (Rigid body) The motion of a rigid body with a �xedpoint hosen at the origin an be desribed by an orthogonal matrix Q(t).Denoting by I1; I2; I3 the moments of inertia of the body, its kineti energyis T = 12 (I1
21 + I2
22 + I3
23);where the angular veloity 
 = (
1;
2;
3)T of the body is de�ned byb
 = 0� 0 �
3 
2
3 0 �
1�
2 
1 0 1A = QT _Q;(Arnold 1989, Chap. 6). In terms of Q, the kineti energy on the manifoldO(3) = fQ jQTQ = Ig beomesT = 12 trae (b
Db
T ) = 12 trae (QT _QD _QTQ) = 12 trae ( _QD _QT );whereD = diag (d1; d2; d3) is given by the relations I1 = d2+d3, I2 = d3+d1,and I3 = d1 + d2. With P = �T=� _Q = _QD, we are thus onerned withH(P;Q) = 12 trae (PD�1P T ) + U(Q);and the onstrained Hamiltonian system beomes_P = �rQU(Q)�Q�;_Q = PD�1; 0 = QTQ� I; (6.9)where � is a symmetri matrix onsisting of Lagrange multipliers. This isof the form (6.1) and satis�es the regularity ondition (6.4).



Geometri Numerial Integration 456.2. Development of the Rattle algorithmThe most important numerial algorithm for the solution of onstrainedHamiltonian systems is an adaptation of the St�ormer/Verlet method. Itshistorial development is in three main steps:First step. For Hamiltonians H(p; q) = 12 pTM�1p + U(q) with onstantmass matrix M (f. Set. 2.2), the problem is a seond order di�erentialequation M �q = �rqU(q) � rqg(q)� with onstraint g(q) = 0. The mostnatural extension of (1.2) isqn+1 � 2qn + qn�1 = �h2M�1(rqU(qn) +rqg(qn)�n)0 = g(qn+1) : (6.10)This algorithm (alled Shake) was originally proposed by (Rykaert, Ci-otti and Berendsen 1977) for omputations in moleular dynamis. The p-omponents, not used in the reursion, are approximated by pn =M(qn+1�qn�1)=2h.Seond step. A one-step formulation of this method, obtained by a formalanalogy to formula (1.5), readspn+1=2 = pn � h2 (rqU(qn) +rqg(qn)�n)qn+1 = qn + hM�1pn+1=2; 0 = g(qn+1)pn+1 = pn+1=2 � h2 (rqU(qn+1) +rqg(qn+1)�n+1): (6.11)This formula annot be implemented, beause �n+1 is not yet available atthis step (it is omputed together with qn+2). As a remedy, (Andersen 1983)suggests replaing the last line in (6.11) with the projetion steppn+1 = pn+1=2 � h2 (rqU(qn+1) +rqg(qn+1)�n)0 = rqg(qn+1)TM�1pn+1: (6.12)This modi�ation, alled Rattle, is motivated by the fat that the numerialapproximation (pn+1; qn+1) lies on the solution manifold M.Third step. (Jay 1994) and (Reih 1993) observed independently that theRattle method an be interpreted as a partitioned Runge-Kutta method andthus allows the extension to general Hamiltonianspn+1=2 = pn � h2 (rqH(pn+1=2; qn) +rqg(qn)�n)qn+1 = qn + h2 (rpH(pn+1=2; qn) +rpH(pn+1=2; qn+1))0 = g(qn+1)pn+1 = pn+1=2 � h2 (rqH(pn+1=2; qn+1) +rqg(qn+1)�n)0 = rqg(qn+1)TrpH(pn+1; qn+1) (6.13)



46 E. Hairer, Ch. Lubih and G. Wannerwhenever (pn; qn) 2 M. The �rst three equations of (6.13) determine(pn+1=2; qn+1; �n), whereas the remaining two are equations for (pn+1; �n).For suÆiently small step size, these equations have a loally unique solution(Hairer et al. 2002, p. 214).Example 6.3. (Kepler problem on the sphere) We apply the Rattlemethod with a large step size h = 0:07 to the problem of Example 6.1.The numerial solution, plotted in Fig. 6.2, shows a preession as it appearsin omputations with sympleti integrators for the Kepler problem in theEulidean spae, see Fig. 1.4. We remark that the value of the Hamiltonianalong the numerial solution osillates around the orret value and theenergy error remains bounded by 0:114 on very long time intervals.Sine the onstraint g(q) is quadrati and the Hamiltonian is separable,the formulae (6.13) are expliit with exeption of the omputation of �n, forwhih a salar quadrati equation needs to be solved.Example 6.4. (Rigid body) The Rattle method (6.13) applied to (6.9)yieldsP1=2 = P0 � h2rQV (Q0)� h2Q0�1Q1 = Q0 + hP1=2D�1; QT1Q1 = I (6.14)P1 = P1=2 � h2rQV (Q1)� h2Q1�2; D�1P T1 Q1 +QT1 P1D�1 = 0;where both �1 and �2 are symmetri matries. For onsistent initial values,Q0 is orthogonal and QT0 P0D�1 = b
0 is skew-symmetri. Working withb
0 = QT0 _Q0 = QT0 P0D�1; b
1=2 = QT0 P1=2D�1; b
1 = QT1 P1D�1

Fig. 6.2. Numerial solution of the Kepler problem on the sphere, obtained withthe Rattle method using step size h = 0:07.



Geometri Numerial Integration 47instead of P0, P1=2, P1, the equations (6.14) beome the following integrator(Q0; b
0) 7! (Q1; b
1) :� �nd an orthogonal matrix I + hb
1=2 suh thatb
1=2 = b
0 � h2QT0rQV (Q0)D�1 � h2�1D�1holds with a symmetri matrix �1;� ompute Q1 = Q0(I + hb
1=2) ;� ompute a skew-symmetri matrix b
1 suh thatb
1 = b
1=2 � h2QT1rQV (Q1)D�1 � (b
1=2 + b
T1=2)� h2�2D�1holds with a symmetri matrix �2.This algorithm for the simulation of the heavy top is proposed in (MLahlanand Sovel 1995). An eÆient implementation uses the representation of theappearing orthogonal matries by quaternions (Hairer 2002).6.3. Geometri properties of RattleFor onsistent initial values (pn; qn) 2 M, the Rattle method (6.13) yieldsan approximation (pn+1; qn+1) whih is again on M. We thus have a nu-merial ow �h : M ! M. The geometri properties of Set. 2 for theSt�ormer/Verlet method extend to this algorithm.Theorem 6.5. The Rattle method is symmetri, i.e., �h = ��1�h on M.For Hamiltonians satisfying H(�p; q) = H(p; q), the method is reversiblewith respet to the reetion �(p; q) = (�p; q), i.e., it satis�es �Æ�h = ��1h Æ�on M.The proof is by straightforward veri�ation, as for the St�ormer/Verletmethod.Theorem 6.6. The Rattle method is sympleti, i.e.,(�0h(p; q)�)TJ �0h(p; q)� = �TJ � for �; � 2 T(p;q)M: (6.15)This result was �rst proved by (Leimkuhler and Skeel 1994) for the method(6.11)-(6.12), and by (Jay 1994) and (Reih 1993) for the general ase (6.13).One proof of Theorem 6.6 is by omputing �0h(p; q)� using impliit di�er-entiation, and by verifying the identity (6.15). Further proofs are based onthe interpretation as a variational integrator (Marsden and West 2001), andon expliit formulae of a generating funtion as in (2.18), see (Hairer 2002).



48 E. Hairer, Ch. Lubih and G. Wanner7. Geometri integration beyond St�ormer/VerletIn this artile we have deliberately onsidered only the St�ormer/Verlet methodand a few seleted geometri properties. Even within the lass of ordinarydi�erential equations, we have not mentioned important topis of geometriintegration suh as� higher order methods, e.g., symmetri omposition, partitioned Runge-Kutta, and linear multistep methods,� the struture-preserving use of variable step sizes,� di�erential equations with further geometri properties suh as di�er-ential equations on Lie groups, problems with multiple time sales, et.The reader will �nd more on these topis in the monographs (Sanz-Serna andCalvo 1994) and (Hairer, Lubih and Wanner 2002), in the speial journalissue (Budd and Iserles 1999), and in the survey artiles (Iserles, Munthe-Kaas, N�rsett and Zanna 2000), (Marsden and West 2001), and (MLahlanand Quispel 2002).REFERENCESR. Abraham and J.E. Marsden (1978), Foundations of Mehanis, 2nd ed., Ben-jamin/Cummings, Reading, MA.H.C. Andersen (1983), Rattle: a \veloity" version of the Shake algorithm for mole-ular dynamis alulations, J. Comput. Phys. 52, 24{34.V.I. Arnold (1963), Small denominators and problems of stability of motion inlassial and elestial mehanis, Russian Math. Surveys 18, 85{191.V.I. Arnold (1989), Mathematial Methods of Classial Mehanis, 2nd ed.,Springer-Verlag, New York.G. Benettin and A. Giorgilli (1994), On the Hamiltonian interpolation of near tothe identity sympleti mappings with appliation to sympleti integrationalgorithms, J. Stat. Phys. 74, 1117{1143.J.J. Biesiadeki and R.D. Skeel (1993), Dangers of multiple time step methods,J. Comput. Phys. 109, 318{328.C.J. Budd and A. Iserles, eds. (1999), Geometri integration: numerial solution ofdi�erential equations on manifolds, R. So. Lond. Philos. Trans. Ser. A Math.Phys. Eng. Si. 357, no. 1754.R. De Vogelaere (1956), Methods of integration whih preserve the ontat trans-formation property of the Hamiltonian equations, Report No. 4, Dept. Math.,Univ. of Notre Dame, Ind.K. Feng (1985), On di�erene shemes and sympleti geometry, Proeedings of theFifth Intern. Symposium on Di�erential Geometry & Di�erential Equations,August 1984, Beijing, 42{58.K. Feng (1991), Formal power series and numerial algorithms for dynamial sys-tems. In Tony Chan and Zhong-Ci Shi, eds., Proeedings of international on-ferene on sienti� omputation, Hangzhou, China, Series on Appl. Math. 1,28{35.
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